
Partnering 
with Justice and Care
Justice and Care partners with police and law enforcement agencies 

to rescue people who have been trafficked and brutally exploited in 

slavery, and provide them with critical care to rebuild their lives. Our work 

dismantles criminal networks and brings abusers to justice. 

We protect communities at risk from traffickers and work collaboratively 

with governments and sector specialists to tackle the problem on a 

national scale, and pioneer new ideas to achieve systemic change.  

Justice and Care works in Asia, Europe, the UK, and is launching  

work in the United States. 

Our objectives
We have three objectives wherever we work:

1. To restore lives. We empower men, women and children to 

rebuild their lives following exploitation and provide long-term 

specialist aftercare. We protect individuals at risk of further 

exploitation and work to prevent trafficking in communities 

before it starts

2. To disrupt criminal networks. We work alongside police and 

other national law enforcement agencies to bring insight 

and expertise to the investigation and prosecution of human 

trafficking cases.

3. To achieve lasting change at government level. 

We translate our front-line experience and 

expertise into large scale, replicable change, 

partnering with governments and key 

stakeholders to strengthen the anti-

slavery fight at scale.



A global issue your business 
can work with us to address

Slavery is everywhere
New data from the International Labour Organization states there are an 

estimated 50 million people enslaved today. Our own research, based on 

police data, estimates there are 100,000 victims here in the UK. Slavery 

exists in almost every country on earth. One in four victims are children.

Slavery is brutal
Across the globe, young girls are raped daily in brothels, whilst boys are 

forced to work in blisteringly hot and unsafe factories to produce cheap 

goods. Men and women have their organs cut out and sold to Western 

bidders. Murders are commonplace and violence is a way of life. In the UK, 

slavery is hidden in car washes, brothels, nail bars and restaurants. Young 

people are blackmailed into distributing illegal drugs. It’s everywhere - 

hidden within our local communities, and on our streets.

Slavery is big business
Modern slavery is the fastest growing crime worldwide, second only to 

drugs in size - estimated by the International Labour Organization to 

be worth $150 billion a year to the criminal networks involved. In the UK, 

slavery is thought to cost the economy £33 billion a year. Slavery exists 

within the supply chains of the goods that we buy and the services that 

we use. 

Slavery is low risk, 

high return
Survivors’ trauma, fear and the complexity of 

modern slavery investigations mean the chances 

of successful prosecution is exceptionally 

low. Innocent people are taken, destroyed 

and discarded, whilst the criminal networks 

responsible pocket billions for personal gain. 



Strategic Partnerships

Every company has unique objectives and interests when investing 

profits in social good. We work with corporate partners to deliver strategic 

solutions that enable men, women and children to walk free from 

modern slavery, embracing collaboration with organisations that share 

our values. 

We know slavery and human trafficking is a complex 

global issue, and that no single NGO can break its 

grip alone. That’s why we seek partners who 

are invested in our methods, impact and 

strategy to fight slavery together.

“Justice and Care are a long-term partner of ours, who 

continue to evolve, push boundaries and demand 

justice. We are in awe of their commitment, passion 

and professionalism.” 

Katy Beechey

Programme Director - Texel Foundation



Whether our partnerships focus on raising awareness of this major crime, 

supporting the aftercare of survivors, or helping us to improve ethics 

and transparency within global supply chains - we are collaborating with 

companies that care, and who share our commitment to end modern 

slavery and human trafficking.

Partnerships include the following:

• Brand collaboration to leverage company image and reach new 

audiences.

• Funding Justice and Care’s core strategic programmes and priorities.

• Invitations to exclusive events, that share new and exciting 

opportunities from Justice and Care and provide networking with like-

minded organisations and philanthropists. 

• An abundance of exciting and testing challenges to tackle as a team 

or individually, that place you at the heart of our fundraising and 

boost employee engagement.

• Training and resources for corporations and their teams to spot the 

signs of modern slavery, empowering employees to tackle the issue in 

their everyday lives.

• Event sponsorship opportunities as part of our calendar of yearly 

events for supporters and corporate partners - opening the door for 

increased positive brand exposure and networking.

Together, breaking the grip of modern slavery

We are looking to partner with organisations to raise funds, and offer pro-bono 

support, to strengthen the anti-slavery fight. To fulfil our vision and objectives, we 

need to raise an additional £1 million a year by 2023/24. 

To discuss partnership opportunities, please contact our Partnerships Manager, 

Tors Kear: victoria.kear@justiceandcare.org
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